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Abstract

The effect of transverse mode instability (TMI) is currently the main limitation for the
further average-power scaling of fiber laser systems with diffraction-limited beam
quality. In this work a main driving force for TMI in fiber amplifiers is identified. Our
experiments and simulations illustrate that the performance of fiber laser systems in
terms of their diffraction-limited output power can be significantly reduced when
the pump or seed radiation exhibit intensity noise. This finding emphasizes the fact
that the TMI threshold is not only determined by the active fiber but, rather, by the
whole system. In the experiment an artificially applied pump intensity-noise of 2.9%
led to a reduction of the TMI threshold of 63%, whereas a similar seed intensity-
noise decreased it by just 13%. Thus, even though both noise sources have an
impact on the TMI threshold, the pump intensity-noise can be considered as the
main driver for TMI in saturated fiber amplifiers. Additionally, the work unveils that
the physical origin of this behavior is linked to the noise transfer function in
saturated fiber amplifiers. With the gained knowledge and the experimental and
theoretical results, it can be concluded that a suppression of pump-noise frequencies
below 20 kHz could strongly increase the TMI threshold in high-power fiber laser
systems.

Keywords: Transverse mode instability, Fiber lasers, Thermal effects, Intensity noise ,
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Introduction
Fiber laser systems are able to simultaneously deliver high average powers and excel-

lent beam quality. This is mostly because they can handle high heat loads due to the

efficient heat extraction granted by their large surface-to-volume ratio [1, 2]. Despite

that, even the fiber-laser technology has suffered from thermal effects during the last

decade. The most detrimental of these effects is transverse mode instability (TMI),

which discovery was first published in 2010 [3]. TMI manifests itself as a dynamic en-

ergy transfer between different transverse modes, which occurs sharply above a specific

average-power threshold [4]. As a result, above this TMI threshold the beam profile

exhibits spatial and temporal fluctuations on a millisecond timescale [5], which prevent

the utilization of fiber lasers and amplifiers for many applications.

The physical origin of TMI is linked to a modal interference pattern (MIP) that is

generated by at least two transverse fiber modes, which have different propagation

constants [6]. Due to heat sources such as the quantum defect and photodarkening,
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the MIP induces a quasi-periodic temperature pattern along the fiber, which eventu-

ally creates a thermally-induced refractive index grating (RIG) due to the thermo-

optic effect. Such a RIG has the ability to potentially couple energy between different

modes, in a similar way to long-period transmission gratings [7]. For a modal energy

transfer to actually take place, however, it is necessary that the MIP and the RIG are

longitudinally shifted with respect to one another, i.e. a phase shift must occur [8].

Recently, it was revealed that such a phase shift between the MIP and the RIG can be

induced by a pump-power change [9]. The reason for the generation of this phase

shift is the variation of the extracted power due to the pump-power change, which

causes a transient heat-load change in the fiber. This heat-load change eventually

modifies the refractive index profile of the waveguide and, herewith, the propagation

constants of the modes, which leads to a longitudinal shift of the MIP. Finally, a phase

shift between the MIP and the RIG develops, since the RIG cannot follow the MIP in-

stantaneously because it needs time to evolve from its former position [9]. Experi-

mental investigations have supported this theoretical statement by demonstrating that

pump-power-induced phase shifts can lead to a modal energy transfer even below the

TMI threshold [10]. This finding indicates that such a phase shift is most likely the

trigger for TMI. Furthermore, the experiments in [10] have shown that the fiber be-

comes more and more sensitive to phase shifts the higher the average output power

is. Thus, it was concluded that even extremely small phase shifts are sufficient to pro-

voke TMI at the threshold power. In this context, it is possible that the intensity noise

of the pump radiation functions as a driving force for TMI, since it can induce small

phase shifts between the MIP and the RIG. Similarly, the intensity noise of the seed

radiation can generate phase shifts via a modulation of the extracted power and, thus,

of the heat load in a fiber amplifier.

In the past, the impact of pump and seed intensity-noise on TMI has only been stud-

ied theoretically [11–14]. Due to the different results obtained in the different studies

and due to the lack of physical explanations, it is not clear so far which noise source af-

fects the TMI threshold of fiber amplifiers the most: the pump or the seed intensity-

noise. However, this knowledge is essential to further scale the output power of

diffraction-limited fiber laser systems. Thus, the aim of this work is to unveil the main

driver for TMI by comparing the impact of pump and seed intensity-noise on the TMI

threshold of a fiber amplifier, both experimentally and theoretically. Additionally, the

physics behind the observed dependences will be revealed and, with the gained know-

ledge, a guideline to increase the TMI threshold of high-power fiber laser systems will

be provided.

Methods
Noise generation and experimental setup

To investigate the impact of noise on the TMI threshold, we have artificially imprinted

noise onto the pump and seed radiation, respectively. In order to do this, we have gen-

erated white noise with a computer, since it represents a homogeneous distribution of

the noise energy among all frequencies. Afterwards, this white noise has been trans-

ferred, via an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG, Rigol DG4202), to the seed or the

pump of the fiber amplifier.
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In case of the pump intensity-noise, the AWG was connected to the driver (Delta

Elektronika SM 120–50) of the pump laser-diode (Dilas D4F4Q22–976.3-2000C-

IS45.8), which pumped the main-amplifier fiber at 976 nm in a counter-propagating

configuration, as can be seen in Fig. 1 (blue dashed box). The main-amplifier fiber was

an Yb-doped Large-Pitch Fiber (LPF) [15] with a core diameter of ~ 65 μm, a similar

mode-field diameter and a length of 1.07 m. To measure the pump intensity-noise, a

small reflection of the pump beam was directed to a photodiode (Thorlabs PDA20CS-

EC, blue solid box), which was terminated with 50Ω and connected to a 12 bit oscillo-

scope (Teledyne Lecroy HDO6104). The noise was acquired during 10 s with a sample

rate of 106 samples/s and a 240 kHz low-pass filter was used to avoid aliasing. Before

the experiments were carried out, the noise trace was optimized with the help of the

photodiode signal, in order to get a spectrum as flat as possible. This procedure allowed

us to pre-compensate for any spectrally-dependent noise attenuation, which could be

introduced by the electronics of the driver and/or the laser diode.

In order to transfer the noise to the seed signal, the AWG modulated the driver

(Delta Elektronika SM 120–50) of the laser diode that pumped the pre-amplifier fiber,

as depicted in Fig. 1 (black dashed box). This, in turn, resulted in a modulation of the

seed radiation of the main amplifier fiber. The active fiber was seeded by a source deliv-

ering fs-pulses (stretched to 1 ns) with a repetition rate of 19MHz and an average sig-

nal power of 5W centered at 1030 nm (with a 3 dB-bandwidth of 7 nm). Finally, the

leakage through one of the input-coupling mirrors was used to measure the seed

intensity-noise with the same photodiode (black solid box) that was used for the pump-

noise measurements.

Frequency region of interest

Former investigations on TMI have revealed that the beam fluctuations (which are re-

lated to the modal energy transfer) close to the TMI threshold occur at a dominant fre-

quency typically below 10 kHz [5]. This frequency depends on the fiber design and,

particularly, on the mode-field diameter and is related to the thermal diffusion time of

the fiber core. Thus, it is expected that some noise frequencies will have a stronger im-

pact on the TMI threshold than others. To verify this, noise traces with different

Fig. 1 Experimental setup. Pump-noise generation (blue dashed box), seed-noise generation (black dashed
box), pump-noise measurement (blue solid box), seed-noise measurement (black solid box); AWG - arbitrary
waveform generator, BD - beam dump, DC - dichroic mirror, LD - laser diode, PC - personal computer, PD
- photodiode
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bandwidths have been generated and imprinted onto the pump and seed radiation, re-

spectively, and the corresponding TMI threshold was measured.

Pump intensity-noise

To determine the frequency region of interest, white noise was first generated from 1Hz

up to a cut-off frequency of 6 kHz. This frequency band contains all relevant frequencies

of the TMI-induced beam fluctuations for the active fiber used in the experiments, which

typically lie below 2 kHz. To generate noise traces with different bandwidths, the cut-off

frequency was progressively decreased, which means that all frequency components above

this cut-off value were deleted from the trace. By doing this, noise traces with

cut-off frequencies from 6 kHz down to 75 Hz were created. All these noise

traces were then imprinted onto the pump radiation consecutively and the corre-

sponding TMI thresholds were measured according to the guidelines and defini-

tions in [5].

Figure 2 shows selected examples of the pump-noise traces measured with the photo-

diode (blue solid box in Fig. 1). Their power spectral density is depicted in Fig. 2a and

the integrated noise (RIN - relative intensity noise) is shown in Fig. 2b. The RIN was

calculated by integrating the power spectral density from 500 kHz (given by the sample

rate of the oscilloscope) down to 1 Hz (determined by the acquisition time) for each

measurement.

It is important to stress that the power per frequency segment was kept constant

when reducing the bandwidth of the noise trace. This resulted in the same power-

spectral-density distribution up to the respective cut-off frequency in each trace (see

Fig. 2a). That also implies that the integrated noise (i.e. the RIN) becomes smaller the

lower the cut-off frequency is (see Fig. 2b) (since the overall noise energy is reduced).

For ideal white noise, the RIN in Fig. 2b should follow a linear behavior since each

Fig. 2 Measured pump intensity-noise with different cut-off frequencies. a Power spectral density and b
Relative intensity noise (RIN: integrated power spectral density from 500 kHz down to 1 Hz; the frequency
range for the integration is determined by the sample rate of the oscilloscope and by the acquisition time)
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frequency noise component should contribute equally to the integrated noise. As can

be seen, we have not been able to fully achieve this behavior, since, even though we op-

timized the noise traces, some frequency components are slightly more pronounced

than others. Nevertheless, especially for lower cut-off frequencies (which will become

more important in the following), the dependence of the RIN on the noise frequency

approaches a linear function.

A reduction of the TMI threshold has been observed when imprinting the noise

traces onto the pump radiation. The amplitude of the pump intensity-noise, which can

be inferred from Fig. 2, was chosen in such a way that the broadest noise trace (with a

cut-off frequency 6 kHz) caused a reduction of the TMI threshold sufficiently strong to

extract a clear statement from the subsequent measurements.

The decrease of the TMI threshold changed depending on which frequencies compo-

nents were contained in the pump intensity-noise, as can be seen in Fig. 3. When im-

printing the pump-noise trace with frequency components from 1Hz up to 6 kHz (cut-

off frequency = 6 kHz, RIN = 0.455%), the TMI threshold was reduced from the initial

260W (no artificial noise, red circle) to a value of 211W. A similar decrease of the

TMI threshold was observed for cut-off frequencies of 4 kHz and 2 kHz. This finding

implies that pump-noise frequencies above 2 kHz have no significant influence on the

TMI threshold of the used fiber (indicated by the red shading in Fig. 3).

However, when decreasing the cut-off frequency further and, thus, cutting more of

the high pump-noise frequencies, the reduction of the TMI threshold became less pro-

nounced. This means that the frequencies that have been cut, were responsible for the

former reduction of the TMI threshold. This trend continues for cut-off frequencies of

a few hundreds of Hz until it saturates below 100 Hz. In general, it can be said that

pump-noise frequencies below 2 kHz have an impact on the TMI threshold of the used

Fig. 3 Dependence of the TMI threshold on the frequency bandwidth of the pump intensity-noise. The
applied noise traces range from 1 Hz up to the displayed cut-off frequencies (detailed in Fig. 2). Pump-noise
frequencies between 125 Hz and 500 Hz have the strongest impact on the TMI threshold (blue shading),
which corresponds to the main beam-fluctuation frequency of 241 Hz (black dashed line; measured slightly
above the TMI threshold). In a more general way, it can be seen that only frequencies below 2 kHz
influence the TMI threshold of the used active fiber (green shading)
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active fiber and, thus, this frequency band represents the region of interest (green shad-

ing in Fig. 3) for the subsequent investigations. Hence, the noise frequencies that influ-

ence the TMI threshold seem to be similar to the frequencies of the beam fluctuations

during TMI. This statement will be confirmed in the next paragraph. Please note that

the frequency region of interest will differ from fiber to fiber since it is related to the

design parameters, such as e.g. the mode-field diameter. However, the frequency region

of interest will typically not exceed 20 kHz even in high-power fiber amplifiers with

smaller mode-field diameters (e.g. 20 μm), since all TMI-related beam fluctuations in

fiber amplifiers reported so far occurred with frequencies below 20 kHz [5, 16–18].

For the active fiber used in these experiments, the pump-noise frequencies between

125 Hz and 500 Hz have the strongest impact on the TMI threshold (indicated by the

blue shading in Fig. 3). This corresponds to the main beam-fluctuation frequency of

241 Hz in the active fiber, which was measured slightly above the TMI threshold ac-

cording to [5]. Thus, noise frequencies around the main beam-fluctuation frequency of

a fiber most likely induce the strongest phase shift between the MIP and the RIG,

which results in a strong modal energy transfer. This is because the phase-shift intro-

duction is linked to a heat-load change and, thus, directly to the thermal diffusion time

of the fiber [9].

Seed intensity-noise

The same investigations have been done to determine the frequency region of interest

for the seed intensity-noise. Therefore, exactly the same noise traces as before were

imprinted onto the pump radiation of the pre-amplifier, which have then been con-

verted into intensity noise of the seed radiation for the main amplifier. This noise was

measured with the photodiode (black solid box in Fig. 1) placed behind one of the

Fig. 4 Measured seed intensity-noise with different cut-off frequencies. a Power spectral density and b
Relative intensity noise (RIN: integrated power spectral density from 500 kHz down to 1 Hz; the frequency
range for the integration is determined by the sample rate of the oscilloscope and by the acquisition time)
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input-coupling mirrors. Selected pump-noise traces are depicted in Fig. 4, where the

power spectral density is illustrated in Fig. 4a and the RIN (integrated from 500 kHz

down to 1 Hz) is shown in Fig. 4b. Note that the traces in Fig. 4a have inconsistent

noise floors above their corresponding cut-off frequency, which was caused by an im-

perfect noise imprinting. However, this did not influence the subsequent measurements

since the noise floor of each trace was still ~ 30 dB below its imprinted signal.

As in the previous experiment, the applied noise resulted in a decrease of the TMI

threshold, which was initially measured to be 295W (no artificial noise). Note that the

initial TMI thresholds of the pump- and the seed-noise measurement differ slightly,

which is most likely due to maintenance-related adjustments in between the

measurements.

The measured TMI thresholds as a function of the cut-off frequency of the corre-

sponding seed-noise trace are illustrated in Fig. 5 and show a behavior similar to that

of the pump-noise investigations. Consequently, it can be concluded that also seed-

noise frequencies above 2 kHz have no significant impact on the TMI threshold of the

used active fiber (red shading in Fig. 5), whereas frequencies below 2 kHz result in a de-

crease of the TMI threshold (green shaded area in Fig. 5). Similar to the pump-

intensity-noise case, seed-noise frequencies between 125 Hz and 500 Hz have the stron-

gest influence on the TMI threshold (blue shaded area in Fig. 5), which corresponds to

the main beam-fluctuation frequency of the fiber.

To double-check the results of the frequency dependence of pump and seed

intensity-noise, a trace with noise content contained only within a narrow frequency

band was generated. The frequency band of the noise trace has then been tuned across

the interesting frequency region and the corresponding TMI thresholds have been mea-

sured. The results obtained in this experiment have confirmed the conclusions ex-

tracted from Figs. 3 and 5.

Fig. 5 Dependence of the TMI threshold on the frequency bandwidth of the seed intensity-noise. The
observed behavior is similar to the one obtained for the pump intensity-noise (see Fig. 3)
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Experimental results and discussion
As detailed in “Frequency region of interest” section, the frequency region of interest

for both pump and seed intensity-noise was found to be in the range from 1Hz up to

2 kHz for the active fiber used in these experiments. Thus, to investigate the impact of

both noise sources on the TMI threshold, the same noise trace with a cut-off frequency

of 2 kHz was taken and its amplitude was changed. The generated noise traces were

then imprinted onto the pump or seed radiation, depending on the experiment. Using

this procedure, the noise has been investigated with the photodiodes, as illustrated in

Fig. 1, and the RIN has been calculated. Thus, the higher the amplitude of the noise

trace, the larger its RIN is. This way the RIN becomes a measure for the strength of the

applied noise, which was used for the subsequent investigations.

Additionally, the corresponding TMI thresholds have been determined according to

[5]. This measurement procedure was developed in a way that the TMI threshold only

depends on the change of the stability and not on the initial stability of the fiber laser

system (i.e. in our case the applied pump/seed noise), which is an essential feature for

the experiments described in this paper.

The general observation in these experiments is that, when applying artificial pump

or seed intensity-noise, the TMI threshold was decreased, as will be detailed later.

Thus, the stronger the noise was, the lower the average power at which the beam suf-

fered from fluctuations. Interestingly, with low pump−/seed-noise amplitudes the beam

fluctuations had a steeper dependence on the average power, whereas with higher

pump−/seed-noise levels the strength of the fluctuations increased in a smoother way

when increasing the average power. Thus, the transition region of TMI became broader

with increasing pump−/seed-noise levels. This finding is object of current investigations

and will not be further detailed here. However, this observation does not influence the

findings of this work, since the threshold condition detailed in [5] is not affected by it.

Fig. 6 TMI threshold as a function of the relative intensity noise (RIN) of the pump. The artificial pump
intensity-noise contains frequencies from 1 Hz up to 2 kHz. For a value of 2.9% the pump-RIN decreases the
TMI threshold by 63% from its intrinsic value (95 W vs. 257 W)
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The next two subsections will discuss the impact of pump and seed intensity-noise

on the TMI threshold of a high-power fiber amplifier.

Pump intensity-noise

Figure 6 illustrates the TMI threshold as a function of the pump-RIN. As can be seen,

the pump intensity-noise has a substantial impact on the TMI threshold of the fiber

amplifier. By applying a pump intensity-noise of only 2.9% (from 1Hz up to 2 kHz) the

TMI threshold was decreased down to 95W, which corresponds to a reduction of 63%

from the intrinsic value of 257W (no artificial noise, RIN = 0.208%). This result be-

comes even more significant when taking into account that only a narrow frequency

range (125…500 Hz) is responsible for the major part of the decrease of the TMI

threshold. Therefore, if the noise would only occupy this narrow frequency range, the

RIN required to obtain the same reduction of the TMI threshold would be even lower

(by roughly a factor ~ 5).

As illustrated in Fig. 6 the TMI threshold experiences a non-linear decrease with in-

creasing pump-RIN. In fact, when imprinting a pump intensity-noise slightly stronger

than the intrinsic value of 0.208% (no artificial noise), the threshold drops rapidly.

However, the same increase of pump-RIN at higher pump-noise amplitudes leads to a

significantly weaker decrease of the TMI threshold. This behavior can be understood

when taking into account the sensitivity of the refractive index grating (RIG) to phase

shifts at different average output powers [10]. As mentioned above, two requirements

need to be fulfilled to enable a modal energy transfer in a fiber: a sufficiently strong

RIG and a phase shift between the MIP and the RIG. Hence, a similar modal energy

transfer can be achieved either with a strong RIG and a small phase shift or, alterna-

tively, with a weak RIG and a large phase shift. In more detail, it has been recently re-

vealed, that the strength of the RIG in high-power fiber laser systems increases linearly

with the average output power, whereas the modal energy transfer increases non-

linearly [10]. This means that the RIG becomes more and more sensitive to small phase

shifts with increasing average output power. The consequence of this finding for the

experimental results depicted in Fig. 6 is that, since at high average output powers the

RIG is strong (red shaded region in Fig. 6), a small phase shift (i.e. low RIN) is sufficient

to induce a modal energy transfer and, thus, to strongly decrease the TMI threshold.

To reach the same decrease of the TMI threshold (and, thus, to cause the same energy

transfer) at low average powers, a much larger phase shift (i.e. high RIN) is needed, be-

cause at low average powers the RIG is weaker (blue shaded region in Fig. 6) and not

so sensitive to phase shifts.

From Fig. 6 (i.e. by extrapolating the TMI threshold in the region of low pump-RIN)

it can be expected that a reduction of the intrinsic pump intensity-noise will lead to a

steep increase of the TMI threshold. This threshold increase will most likely continue

until other noise sources become more dominant in terms of the phase shift they

induce.

In conclusion, the experimental investigations have shown that pump intensity-noise

can significantly reduce the performance of fiber amplifiers in terms of their

diffraction-limited output power. Thus, in order to reach high TMI thresholds, it is es-

sential to have both a pump laser-diode and a laser driver which possess low noise in
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the frequency range around the main beam-fluctuation frequency of the fiber. In gen-

eral, it can be concluded, that for high-power, large-mode-area fibers the pump

intensity-noise below 20 kHz should be reduced as much as possible.

Seed intensity-noise

As discussed earlier, the seed intensity-noise can also induce a phase shift between the

MIP and the RIG by modulating the heat load in the fiber amplifier. Thus, the seed

noise will in theory also be able to induce a modal energy transfer. Therefore, to unveil

what mainly drives TMI, it is crucial to determine whether the seed or the pump

intensity-noise has a stronger impact on the TMI threshold in high-power fiber ampli-

fiers. With this purpose in mind, we used the same noise trace as for the pump

intensity-noise and have imprinted it onto the seed radiation, as described in “Noise

generation and experimental setup” section. The influence of the seed intensity-noise

(measured at the fiber input) on the TMI threshold is depicted in Fig. 7. In particular,

the figure illustrates the TMI threshold as a function of the seed-RIN (red dots) and

compares this dependence to the RIN of the pump (blue dots: results from Fig. 6).

Note that, as already mentioned above, the initial TMI thresholds (i.e. when no artificial

noise is applied; represented by the red and blue circles) of both measurements differ

slightly, most likely due to maintenance-related adjustments in between the measure-

ments. Nevertheless, as can be clearly seen from Fig. 7, the seed intensity-noise also causes

a reduction of the TMI threshold in the same manner as the pump intensity-noise. How-

ever, at a seed-RIN of around 3% the TMI threshold was decreased by just 13% from its

intrinsic value (241W vs. 276W), whereas for a similar pump intensity-noise the thresh-

old was decreased by even 63% (95W vs. 257W). Hence, the impact of pump intensity-

Fig. 7 TMI threshold as a function of the relative intensity noise (RIN) of the pump and the seed. The
artificially imprinted noise contains frequencies from 1 Hz up to 2 kHz. The impact of the pump intensity-
noise (blue dots) on the TMI threshold is significantly stronger than that of the seed intensity-noise
(red dots)
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noise on the TMI threshold is significantly stronger, which suggests that pump intensity-

noise acts as the main driving force for TMI in saturated fiber amplifiers.

The experimental results obtained in this work can be now compared with former

theoretical predictions. Smith et al. [11], Naderi et al. [12], Hansen et al. [13] and Tao

et al. [14] all studied the influence of small seed modulations on the TMI threshold. All

of them found that the seed modulations should lead to a decrease of the TMI thresh-

old, which has been confirmed by our experimental observations. Moreover, all theoret-

ical investigations identified the seed-modulation frequencies around the main

frequency of the modal energy transfer (i.e. of the beam fluctuations) as the ones lead-

ing to the strongest decrease of the TMI threshold, which we have also verified experi-

mentally in this work.

Additionally, the influence of small pump modulations on the TMI threshold was

also studied and compared to the one of the seed modulations in [11, 14]. Tao et al.

[14] described a similar impact of both noise sources on the TMI threshold, whereas

Smith et al. [11] even predicted a stronger influence of the seed modulations. Both re-

sults are in contradiction to our experimental findings, which clearly show that the

pump intensity-noise has the strongest impact on the TMI threshold. However, the ex-

perimental results presented in this work are in good agreement with our simulations

and can be explained by already published theoretical and experimental work, as it will

be detailed in the next section.

Simulations and theoretical explanation
By using the model presented in [19] and enabling mode coupling as demonstrated in

[9], we have simulated the stability of a fiber amplifier at different pump- and seed-

noise amplitudes (RINs). To closely reproduce the experiments, the parameters of the

simulated fiber, especially the mode-field diameter, have been adapted to those of the

active fiber used in the experiments. Thus, the simulations used a step-index fiber with

Fig. 8 Simulation results of the dependence of the TMI threshold on the relative intensity noise (RIN) of the
pump (blue circles) and the seed (red circles). The simulations are in good agreement with the
experimental results (Fig. 7)
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a mode-field diameter of ~ 63 μm (80 μm core diameter), a V-parameter of 7, a clad-

ding diameter of 228 μm and a length of 1 m. Furthermore, the simulated noise trace

was the one used in the experiments (however, limited to 50 Hz…20 kHz due to the

simulation time and resolution) and the noise amplitudes (RINs) in the simulations

mostly reproduced the RIN levels of the experiments. Moreover, the fiber amplifier was

seeded with an average power of 5W at 1030 nm and pumped at 976 nm in the

counter-propagating direction.

Our simulation model has one free parameter, which is the higher-order mode con-

tent at the fiber input. This is usually employed to calibrate the simulation results to

the intrinsic TMI threshold of a fiber laser system. Additionally, in order to define the

TMI threshold in the simulations, we decided to use the fluctuations (RIN) of the

higher-order mode content as a sensitive measure for the modal energy transfer and,

thus for the stability of the system. This strategy allowed for a significant reduction of

the computation time. Thus, both the higher-order mode content and the RIN value

for the threshold condition were adjusted to match the simulated TMI threshold to just

one of our experimental points (in particular that corresponding to a seed-RIN of

21.7%). This calibration procedure resulted in the selection of an input higher-order

mode content of 7% for the simulations and a higher-order mode RIN of 25% as the

TMI-threshold criterion. It is important to stress that, once these values were fixed,

there were no free parameters left in our model. Additionally, it should be noted that

the chosen TMI-threshold criterion of 25% higher-order mode RIN is in each case sig-

nificantly above the output-signal RIN of the fiber, even for a high seed-input RIN since

the latter is damped in the saturated fiber amplifier as will be detailed later. Thus, the

calculated TMI thresholds are independent of the input noise, just like in the experi-

ments. The simulation results for the pump and seed intensity-noise are illustrated in

Fig. 8.

As can be seen, the simulations predict a non-linear behavior of the influence of the

pump and the seed intensity-noise on the TMI threshold, which is in good agreement

with the experimental observations. For the simulated pump-RIN (blue circles), the

rapid decrease of the TMI threshold closely reproduces the experimental observations.

Fig. 9 Transfer function of the pump- and seed-RIN to the RIN of the output signal for an Yb-doped fiber
amplifier as a function of the modulation frequency (x-axis) and the seed power (y-axis), adapted from [25].
a Transfer function of the pump-RIN: a low-pass behavior can be observed for a strong saturation (i.e. high
seed power). b Transfer function of the seed-RIN: a high-pass behavior can be observed for a strong
saturation (i.e. high seed power). The white dotted lines represent the frequency components (1 Hz…2 kHz)
and the average power (5 W) of the seed radiation used in the experiments and simulations presented in
this work
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In particular, a pump-RIN of 2.9% resulted in a reduction of the TMI threshold of

64.1% from its intrinsic value in the simulations, which matches the drop of the TMI

threshold in the experiments (63%). Furthermore, also the seed-noise simulations (red

circles) are consistent with the experiments. Particularly, at the highest seed-RIN of

21.7% the TMI threshold dropped by 34.6% in the simulations, which is in good agree-

ment with the experimental threshold decrease of 40.2%. Crucially, the simulations also

predict that the pump intensity-noise should have a stronger impact on the TMI

threshold than the seed intensity-noise, as can be seen in Fig. 8.

The experimental and theoretical findings of this work can be explained with the re-

sults presented in former studies [20–26], which have investigated the transfer func-

tions of input pump- and seed-modulations to the modulations of the output-signal

power in fiber amplifiers. All of these studies coincide in the same statement: the rela-

tive pump intensity-modulations in saturated fiber amplifiers are transferred to relative

output-signal modulations following a low-pass behavior in the frequency domain. In

contrast, the relative seed intensity-modulations experience a high-pass frequency fil-

tering when being transferred to relative output-signal modulations in saturated fiber

amplifiers. This behavior is exemplary illustrated in Fig. 9 for an Yb-doped fiber ampli-

fier (adapted from [25]). In particular, Fig. 9a represents the transfer function of the

pump-RIN to the RIN of the output signal, whereas Fig. 9b shows the transfer function

of the seed-RIN to the RIN of the output signal, both as a function of the modulation

frequency (x-axis) and the seed power (y-axis). The simulations depicted in Fig. 9 were

carried out for a 1.2 m long step-index fiber with a core diameter of 80 μm (~ 63 μm

mode-field diameter), a constant pump power of 300W at 976 nm and an input RIN of

1%. The white dotted lines in Fig. 9 represent the frequency components (1 Hz…2 kHz)

and the average power (5W) of the seed radiation used in the experiments and simula-

tions described in our work.

The following paragraph will focus just on the relevance of the noise transfer func-

tions for TMI. However, a detailed description of their behavior and their physical ori-

gin can be found in the Appendix.

With the knowledge of the noise transfer functions it is possible to understand the

weaker impact of the seed intensity-noise on the TMI threshold in saturated fiber am-

plifiers. As can be inferred from Fig. 9, the noise frequencies that influence the TMI

threshold (< 2 kHz for the used fiber, and in general < 20 kHz for high-power fiber am-

plifiers) experience a different suppression in saturated fiber amplifiers (i.e. at high seed

powers), depending on whether they are imprinted on the pump or the seed radiation.

Thus, RIN of the pump with frequencies up to 20 kHz is directly transferred to the RIN

of the output signal without any significant attenuation at high seed powers (see upper

part of Fig. 9a). On the contrary, RIN of the seed in the same frequency range is

strongly damped when being transferred to the RIN of the signal output power in a sat-

urated fiber amplifier (see upper part of Fig. 9b). Consequently, the signal output power

of the fiber amplifier is significantly less modulated when noise with frequencies below

20 kHz is imprinted on the seed radiation than when it is imprinted on the pump radi-

ation. Therefore, the pump intensity-noise should have a stronger impact on the TMI

threshold than the seed intensity-noise. This is because the strength of these output-

signal modulations determines the heat-load change in the fiber and, thereby, the

resulting phase shift between the MIP and the RIG. As mentioned before, this phase
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shift can eventually induce a modal energy transfer at average powers below the intrin-

sic TMI threshold [10]. Hence, since pump intensity-noise below 20 kHz generates

stronger phase shifts than seed intensity-noise, pump-RIN should provoke a modal en-

ergy transfer at lower average powers than seed-RIN.

The results of our experimental investigations and simulations depict the described

behavior and, thus, they are in good agreement with the physical understanding that

has been revealed by the studies on the noise transfer in fiber amplifiers [20–26].

Conclusions
In this work, we have experimentally investigated the impact of pump and seed

intensity-noise on the TMI threshold of a saturated high-power fiber amplifier. Further-

more, we have been able to closely reproduce the experimental results with our simula-

tions. The experiments have been conducted by artificially imprinting noise onto the

pump and the seed radiation, respectively. Thus, it has been found that both the pump

and the seed intensity-noise result in a substantial decrease of the TMI threshold, since

they both generate phase shifts between the modal interference pattern and the refract-

ive index grating in the fiber and, herewith, induce a modal energy transfer. Therefore,

the strong influence of both noise sources must be taken into account when comparing

TMI thresholds between different fiber laser systems. This finding emphasizes, that the

TMI threshold is not only determined by the active fiber itself, but it is defined by the

whole system (including e.g. the pump and the seed source). Furthermore, it has been

observed that noise frequencies around the main beam-fluctuation frequency of the

fiber (e.g. 125…500 Hz for the used LPF) have the strongest influence on the TMI

threshold.

Most importantly, the investigations have revealed that the pump intensity-noise has

a significantly stronger impact on the TMI threshold in saturated fiber amplifiers than

the seed intensity-noise. In the experiments a pump intensity-noise of only 2.9% led to

a strong reduction of the TMI threshold of 63% from its intrinsic value, whereas a simi-

lar seed-noise level reduced it by just 13%. This, as has been discussed, is because the

TMI-relevant pump-noise frequencies (< 20 kHz) are transferred to the signal output

power without significant attenuation in a saturated Yb-doped fiber amplifier. Thus,

they directly induce phase shifts and, by that, enable an energy transfer between differ-

ent transverse modes. In contrast, seed-noise frequencies below 20 kHz are strongly at-

tenuated in saturated fiber amplifiers and, thus, their contribution to phase shifts is

weakened. Consequently, pump intensity-noise has a stronger impact on the TMI

threshold and can be considered as the main driving force for TMI in saturated fiber

amplifiers.

The presented findings are not limited to a specific fiber type, but they are valid for

saturated Yb-doped fiber amplifiers in general, since all these systems have similar

noise transfer functions. Moreover, the pump intensity-noise will most likely also influ-

ence the TMI threshold in high-power fiber oscillators, since the underlying physics of

the phase-shift introduction is similar. However, no investigations on this dependence

exist so far.

Furthermore, our investigations have shown a steep increase of the TMI threshold

for low pump-noise levels, which indicates that a reduction of this noise around the
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main beam-fluctuation frequency could lead to a significant increase of the TMI thresh-

old. Thus, reducing the noise of the pump-diode/laser-driver system below 20 kHz

represents a promising approach to mitigate TMI in high-power fiber laser systems.

Additionally, when the pump intensity-noise has been sufficiently suppressed in the

frequency region of interest, a reduction of the seed intensity-noise could lead to a further

increase of the TMI threshold.

Appendix
Noise transfer functions

In this section the noise transfer functions for pump- and seed-RIN in fiber amplifiers

are described in detail and their physical origin is explained. This is done with the help

of Fig. 9 (adapted from [25]), which illustrates the transfer of relative pump intensity-

modulations (Fig. 9a) and relative seed intensity-modulations (Fig. 9b) to relative inten-

sity modulations of the output signal in an Yb-doped fiber amplifier. The noise transfer

is depicted as a function of the modulation frequency (x-axis) and the seed power (y-

axis). These simulations used a 1.2 m long step-index fiber with a core diameter of

80 μm (~ 63 μm mode-field diameter), a constant pump power of 300W at 976 nm and

an input RIN of 1%.

As can be seen in Fig. 9a, for saturated fiber amplifiers (i.e. high seed powers) the

relative pump intensity-noise with frequencies up to 20 kHz is directly transferred to

the relative output-signal noise without suffering any significant attenuation. However,

higher frequencies are attenuated, which results in the low-pass character of the trans-

fer function of pump-RIN to output-signal RIN. This frequency dependence is related

to the effective lifetime of the upper laser level [25]. Thus, pump modulations with fre-

quencies lower than the inverse effective lifetime (i.e. slow modulations) are able to dir-

ectly change the inversion in the fiber and, consequently, the gain and the signal

output power. In contrast, if the pump modulation has a frequency higher than the in-

verse of the effective lifetime (i.e. a fast modulation), the inversion cannot follow the

pump intensity-change and, thus, the pump intensity-noise is not fully transferred to

the signal output power, i.e. it is damped.

For low seed powers (i.e. with low saturation), the transfer of pump intensity-noise to

the signal output power is damped in the complete frequency range, albeit higher fre-

quencies still suffer a stronger attenuation (see lower part of Fig. 9a). This is because at

low seed powers a specific relative pump intensity-change (RIN) has a weaker influence

on the gain (due to the higher inversion level) and, thus, on the signal output power

than at high seed powers.

It is interesting to see in Fig. 9b that the transfer function of the relative seed

intensity-noise to the relative noise of the output signal in saturated fiber amplifiers

(i.e. at high seed powers) has the opposite behavior than for the pump intensity-noise.

This means that, in the case of seed noise, frequencies below 20 kHz are strongly

damped, whereas higher noise frequencies suffer a lower attenuation. In other words,

the transfer function exhibits a high-pass filtering behavior. Again, this frequency de-

pendence is a consequence of the effective lifetime of the upper laser level. Thus, seed

modulations with frequencies lower than the inverse of the effective lifetime (i.e. slow

modulations) are able to modify the inversion in the fiber, whereas seed modulations

with frequencies higher than the inverse of the effective lifetime (i.e. fast modulations)
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cannot. The reason why this behavior leads to a high-pass filtering of the seed modula-

tions is the following: in the case of slow seed modulations, a seed intensity-peak will

decrease the inversion and, thus, also the gain, which directly attenuates the noise peak

(relative to the average signal power). A slow seed intensity-dip will result in an in-

creased inversion and, thus, in an increased gain that, in turn, will reduce the depth of

the dip (relative to the average signal power). Consequently, slow seed modulations are

attenuated relative to the average signal power in a saturated fiber amplifier. In con-

trast, fast seed intensity-modulations (i.e. with frequencies higher than the inverse of

the effective lifetime) do not significantly affect the inversion/gain of the fiber, which

leads to a constant amplification of seed peaks and dips along the fiber amplifier,

resulting in an undamped transfer of the seed-RIN to the output-signal RIN.

At low seed powers (i.e. with low saturation) the seed intensity-noise suffers a lower

overall attenuation (see lower part of Fig. 9b) because here a change in the seed power

is not able to strongly affect the inversion/gain of the fiber amplifier (due to the low

saturation). Hence, the seed modulations are not attenuated but constantly amplified.

This results in an undamped transfer of the seed-RIN to the RIN of the output signal,

which is in contrast to the behavior at high saturation (i.e. at high seed powers).
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